Abstract. The majority of results in computational learning theory are concerned with concept learning, i.e. with the special case of function learning for classes of functions with range {0, 1}. Much less is known about the theory of learning functions with a larger range such as N or R. In particular relatively few results exist about the general structure of common models for function learning, and there are only very few nontrivial function classes for which positive learning results have been exhibited in any of these models.
Introduction
We consider the complexity of function learning in the most common nonprobabilistic models of on-line learning. In contrast to the rather well-developed theory for the special case of {0, l}-valued functions (i.e., concepts), relatively little is known about general properties of optimal mistake bounds (resp. loss bounds) for learning classes of functions with larger ranges (e.g., real-valued functions). Furthermore, nontrivial positive learning results have so far been achieved in these models only for very few function classes.
The main learning model that we consider is the common model for on-line function learning. For some fixed class f of possible target functions T from X to Y the learner proposes at each round s of a learning process a hypothesis function h s : X -Y. The environment responds with a counterexample <x, T(x)> such that the learner's prediction h s (x) for argument x differs from the true value T (x) of the target function T (x). The loss of the learner at round s is measured by l(h s (x) , T(x) ), for some suitable loss function t: Y x Y -R + (e.g
. t(h s (x), T(x)) = (h s (x) -T(x))
2 if Y c R). The goal of the learner is to minimize his total loss, i.e. the sum of his losses for all rounds s. Hence one is interested in efficient learning algorithms for f that produce a suitable hypothesis h s for each round s of any learning process so that the total loss of the learner for the worst case choice of T e F and the worst case choice of counterexamples is as small as possible. A detailed definition of the resulting "learning complexity" for an arbitrary function class f (denoted by LC-ARB(.F)) is given at the beginning of Section 2 of this paper.
This learning model is equivalent to a slightly different learning model, where the environment provides arbitrary examples (or "trials") (x, T(x) ) of the target function T:X-*Y. These are not required to be "counterexamples" to the current hypothesis h s of the learner (i.e. we may have t(h s (x) , T(x)) = 0). At round s the learner is given a point x s and he makes a "prediction" h s (x s ), after which he receives the correct value T(x s ). If h s (x s ) 7 T(x s ), one says that the learner makes a mistake at trial s (Littlestone, 1988) . As before, the loss of the learner at round s is measured by t(h s (x) , T(x)), and his goal is to minimize the sum of his losses over all rounds. This variation of the learning model is a bit more plausible from the point of view of applications. It is a straightforward generalization of Littlestone's "mistake bounded" model for concept learning (Littlestone, 1988) . However as in the case of concept learning (see (Littlestone, 1988) ) one can also show very easily for function learning that this variation leads to the same definition of the learning complexity of a function class. Hence we prefer to work with the former version of the learning model, which is somewhat simpler to analyze.
Our model for function learning has already been widely studied, both theoretically and practically. For example the well-known back-propagation learning algorithm for function learning on neural nets is a learning algorithm for this type of learning model (however there one just wants to minimize the deviation of the hypothesis at the end of the training phase from the target function). In that special case the hypothesis h s is the function that is computed by the neural net after s applications of the backwards propagation rule for adjusting the weights of the neural net (for s incorrectly processed training examples).
From the theoretical point of view this function learning model is a straightforward generalization of the common model for on-line concept learning in a worst case setting, since concepts may be viewed as functions with range {0,1} (see (Barzdin & Frievald, 1972) , (Angluin, 1988) , (Littlestone, 1988) , (Maass & Twin, 1992) ). In ( (Dawid, 1984) , (Mycielski, 1988) , (Vovk, 1990) , (Littlestone, Long &Warmuth, 1991) , (Faber&Mycielski, 1991) , , (Kimber & Long, 1992) , (Feder, Merhav & Gutman, 1992) , (Vovk, 1992) , (Cesa-Bianchi, Long & Warmuth, 1993) ), the learning complexity of various concrete function classes have been investigated in this function learning model, and cumulative loss bounds in terms of certain properties of f have been proved for general-purpose (but not necessarily computationally efficient) algorithms ( (Vovk, 1990) , , (Feder, Merhav & Gutman, 1992) , (Vovk, 1992) ). Nevertheless the only interesting class of functions f: R d -R for d > 2 that has been shown to be efficiently learnable is the class of linear functions ( (Mycielski, 1988) , (Littlestone, Long & Warmuth, 1991) , (Cesa-Bianchi, Long & Warmuth, 1993) ). Coming up with an efficient algorithm for linear functions with a decent loss bound is trivial, but coming up with optimal or near optimal loss bounded algorithms can be difficult.
In some learning settings, arising for example in control problems, the value T(x) is not made available to the learner, and only weaker reinforcement is provided by the environment.
At the end of Section 2, we consider variations of the previously described function learning model which model two such situations which arise in practice. In the first variation we assume that the learner only receives the information that T(x) ^ hs (x) . In the second variation (studied previously by Barland (1992) ) we assume that the learner is in addition told whether T(x) > h s ( x ) ("hs(x) is too low"), or whether T(x) < hs(x) ("hs(x) is too high").
In Section 2, we introduce a notion of an adversary tree (or mistake tree) for function learning. This notion provides an independent "dual" definition of the learning complexity of a function class. It turns out to be sufficient to consider binary branching adversary trees, even for learning real-valued functions under a large class of smooth loss functions including the heavily studied quadratic loss and "absolute loss." We apply this result to prove optimal lower bounds, in terms of LC-ARB(.F), both for probabilistic function learning algorithms in an oblivious environment and for function learning with a wide variety of queries. At the end of Section 2, we exhibit appropriate notions of an adversary tree for two other function learning models.
In Section 3, we derive general upper bounds on the number LC-ARE (Uf_, Fi) of mistakes required for learning Uf=1Fi in terms of LC-ARB(F1),..., LC-ARB(Fp). These bounds are shown to be tight to within a constant factor. The results of Section 3 remain true, and are new, even for the special case of {0, l}-valued functions (i.e., concepts).
In Section 4, we exhibit two algorithms for learning the maximum of k linear functions over Rd. The first has a mistake bound polynomial in k for fixed d, and the second has a mistake bound polynomial in d for fixed k. To the best of our knowledge, these provide the first positive learning results in the LC-ARB model for any nontrivial class of functions defined on R2 other than linear functions.
In Section 5, we exhibit a more general algorithm for learning the maximum of k realvalued functions of a single real variable. It yields as special cases algorithms which have mistake bounds linear in k for learning the maximum of k polynomials (with a bounded number of terms), of k rational functions (again, with a bounded number of terms), and of k sigmoidal functions.
This paper provides full proofs and more detailed explanations of the results described in the previously published extended abstract (Auer, Long, Maass & Woeginger, 1993) .
Adversary Trees for Function Learning
We introduce in Definition 1 our new notion of an adversary tree for function learning, which allows us to give in Theorem 1 a completely independent ("dual") definition of the learning complexity of a function class. A somewhat surprising feature of Definition 1 is that it suffices for Theorem 1 if we restrict our attention to binary branching trees, independently of the size of the range Y of the functions that are learned. This allows us to derive in Theorem 2 an optimal lower bound for randomized algorithms for function learning in an oblivious environment. As another consequence of Theorem 1 we derive in Theorem 3 an optimal lower bound for function learning with a large variety of queries.
Assume that X ("domain"), Y ("range"), and A ("action space") are some arbitrary sets (finite or infinite).1 Consider some arbitrary sets F c YX ("function class") and H c AX ("hypothesis space"). Let t. A x Y -R+ := {r e R: r > 0} be some arbitrary function ("loss function"). Note that we consider a slightly more general setting than outlined in Section 1, since we allow here for the possibility that the learner proposes for each x e X some "action" h(x) that lies in some suitable "action space" A. In this general framework the loss function 1: A x Y -> R+ measures how bad the proposed action h(x) is, with respect to the given reinforcement y e Y.
A learning process is a dialogue between the "learner" and the "environment". At the beginning of each learning process the environment fixes some T 6 F ("target function"). At each round s of the learning process (s = 1, 2,...) the learner proposes some hypothesis h, e H. The environment responds at the same round with a pair (xs, T(xs)) for some xs 6 X. The loss of the learner at round s is t(hs(xs), T(x,) ). If hs(xs) ^ T(xs) we also refer to (xs, T(xs)) as a counterexample (CE) to hypothesis h,. The total loss of the learner for this learning process is £Ui t(hs(xs), T(xs)), where t e N U {00} is the number of rounds in this learning process.
A learning algorithm B for T with hypothesis space H is a function which produces for any T e F at each round s of such learning process some hypothesis of the learner. We will consider in this paper only deterministic learning algorithms, for which ho,..., hs-1 are not actually needed as arguments for B in the definition of hs (since they can be recomputed with the help of the preceding counterexamples). We define LCl (B) as the supremum of the total losses of the learner for learning processes with learning algorithm B and loss function l. We set LCl(F, H) := inf{LCl(B): B is a deterministic learning algorithm for F with hypothesis space H} and LC-ARBl(F) := LCl(F, AX). These definitions contain as special cases those that were considered in ( (Mycielski, 1988) , , (Littlestone, Long & Warmuth, 1991) , (Faber & Mycielski, 1991) , (Kimber & Long, 1992) ) for functions, and in ( (Angluin, 1988) , (Littlestone, 1988) , (Maass & Turan, 1992) ) for concepts. Starting in Application 2 of this section, we will consider only the discrete loss function l defined by l(a, y) = 0 if a = y, and l(a, y) = 1 if a ^ y. From that point on, we will drop the subscript l in LC-ARBl.
REMARK.
a) One can easily see that the size of LCl (F, H) does not change if we only allow responses (xs, T(xs)) with l(h(xs)> T(xs)) > 0 in a learning process. This will be assumed w.l.o.g. throughout this paper (except for Theorem 2, which concerns another model). b) In contrast to the discrete case there does not always exist a learning algorithm B for F with L C l ( B ) = LC-ARB^CF) (i.e., the infimum of the LCl(B) need not be obtained). We will show in the subsequent Theorem 1 that for learning real valued functions under any of the common loss functions one can assume without loss of generality that the "adversary" (i.e. the environment) is very nice to the learner. One can assume that at the beginning of each round s in a learning process (before the learner has issued his hypothesis hs for this round) the adversary tells the learner which point xs he is going to use for his counterexample (xs,y) at this round. In addition the adversary also gives the learner a set {y1, y2} £ Y with the guarantee that the second component y of the counterexample (xs, y} will be an element of {y1, y2}. Finally the adversary also announces to the learner the rule by which he will choose y\ or y2 (depending on hs(xs)): he gives to the learner a set A1 such that y = y1 • hs(xs) e A1.
Our intuition tells us that it is essential for an "optimal" adversary that he chooses xs after he has seen hs (as a "weak spot of hs"), and that he exploits the full size of the range Y to choose a reinforcement y that causes a largest possible loss l(hs(xs), y) to the learner. The subsequent Theorem 1 tells us that this intuition is wrong.
Whereas a general adversary strategy is a rather complex mathematical object (since in general each move of the adversary depends on the preceding hypotheses of the learner), any adversary strategy of the previously described simple type can easily be described by a binary branching tree according to the following definition. DEFINITION 1. An adversary tree U for a function class F c YX and an action set A is a finite binary branching tree whose nodes and edges are labeled in the following way:
Each node v of U is labeled by a pair (xv, Fv) with xv e X, Fv c f and Fv ^ 0. If v is the root of U we set Fv :=f.
If v is not a leaf of U, then its two outgoing edges have labels of the form ( A \ , y\) and (^2, yi), where AI, Aa is a nontrivial partition of A (i.e. A\(JAi = A, AifiA2 = 0, A\ ^ 0 and A2 ^ 0) and y\, yi are elements of Y such that y\ / y2 and {/ e fv: f(xv) = y,} ^ 0 for i = 1,2, The set {/ 6 fv: f(xv) = y,-} is then the second component of the label of the node at which the edge with label (Ai, yi) ends (i = 1,2).
For any loss function t: A x Y -> R+, one defines the loss l ( A , y) of an edge in U with label (A, y) by t(A, y) := inf{l(a, y): a e A}. The total loss of a path in U is the sum of the losses of edges in this path.
We set INFl(U) := i n f [ K e R+: Kis the total loss of a path in U that starts at the root and ends at a leaf of U} and ADVl(F) := sup{INFl (U):U is an adversary tree for f with action space A and loss function l}.
Obviously any adversary tree U for F encodes an adversary strategy which forces the learner to take a total loss of at least INFl(u), no matter which hypotheses he chooses in the course of the learning process. The second part Fv of the label <xv, Fv> of an internal node v of u specifies a set of functions which could still be choosen as target functions by the adversary. The labels <A1 , y1> and (A2, y2> of the two edges that leave the node xv encode the following rule for the adversary at the next step of a learning process for F: If h(x0) e Ai (where h is the next hypothesis of the learner) then the adversary responds with the pair <x0, yi> (which forces the learner to take a loss of at least €(Ai, yi) at this step).
One also can easily read off from the definition of an adversary tree U that it only encodes "particularly nice" adversary strategies, since one may assume that the learner has full knowledge of U. In particular at each step of a learning process where the adversary follows the strategy encoded by u, the first component x0 and the rule by which the adversary chooses the second component y i of his next counterexample <x 0 , y i > are already known to the learner before he chooses his hypothesis h for this step.
Intuitively one may tend to believe that LC-ARB l (F) > ADV l (F) for many function classes F, i.e. that the environment becomes significantly weaker if it limits its adversary strategies to those particularly simple ones that can be encoded by adversary trees. The following theorem asserts that this is not the case. The assumptions of this theorem contain a rather trivial condition (+) which is explained and motivated in the subsequent Remark. (\a -y\) for some arbitrary nondecreasing and continuous function L: (e.g. l(a, y) =|a -y| p for some arbitrary parameter p > 0).
REMARK. The assumptions of the preceding theorem contain the technical condition (+), which just says that the set A of possible outputs ("actions") of the learner is sufficiently large. More precisely, it demands that for any possible value f(x) of a target function f e F there exist points a e A which make the loss l (a, f(x) ) of the learner for argument x arbitrarily small. This condition is hardly restrictive, since usually one even has A = Y (e.g. A = Y = [0, 1]). Furthermore it is obvious that LC-ARB l (F) = o if condition (+) is not satisfied. Thus (+) holds for all learning problems that are of interest in this context. We also would like to point out that (+) is a necessary assumption for Theorem 1. This follows by considering an example where F consists of a single function f: R -R (hence ADVl(.F) = 0), and A C R is chosen such that inf{l (a, f(x0) ):a e A} > 0 for some Jto € R (hence (+) is not satisfied, thus LC-ARBl (F) = oo).
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We start by showing that LC-ARBl(F) < ADVl(F) in the case (ii). Fix some arbitrary e > 0. In order to show that LC-ARBl(F) < ADVl(F) + £ we choose an arbitrary sequence (ej)j€N of reals e,-> 0 such that £ = £°lj e/. It suffices to construct a learning algorithm B so that for every s e N the following property holds (which implies that LCl(B) < ADVl (F) The property (*) is trivially satisfied for s = 0. Assume now that (*) holds for some arbitrary s e N. In order to prove (*) for s + 1 we fix some learning process with learning algorithm B and set F := {f e F: f ( x j ) = y}; for ;j = 1,..., s}. The hypothesis h of B for the next round s + I of the learning process is defined as follows:
For every x e X let h(x) be some a e A such that for all y e Y for which there exists an f e F such that f(x) = y. It is obvious that if the learning algorithm B chooses as hypothesis hs+1 at step .s + 1 a hypothesis h with the preceding property, then (*) is also satisfied for s + 1. Hence it just remains to show that there exists a hypothesis h with the preceding property. This proof turns out to be rather nontrivial, involving subtle arguments from real valued analysis.
LEMMA 1. The previously defined function h:X -A is well-defined for all x e X.
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Assume for a contradiction that h(x0) is not well-defined for some x0 e X, i.e.
Intuitively this assumption (**) means that for every proposed action a = H(X0) of the learner for the fixed argument x0 there is a legal countermove of the adversary (where he gives a value y(a) as the correct value f(x0) of the target function / at argument x0) which causes an "unusually large" loss to the learner. In this context the loss l(a, y(a)) is "unusually large" if the sum of l(a, y(a)) and of the remaining "adversary power" ADVl ({f e F: f ( x 0 ) -y(a)]) after this countermove exceeds the "adversary power" ADV l (F) at the beginning of this move by more then the previously specified nonzero quantity e s+1 .
The only chance to refute this assumption (**) is to show that then we could select two of these countermoves (y(a 1 ) and y(a 2 ) for two suitable actions a 1 , a 2 ) and a partition of the action space A into subsets A 1 and A 2 such that the learner would still suffer an "unusually large" (although possibly by a fraction of e s+1 smaller) loss if the adversary would for i = 1 and i = 2 always respond with the same countermove y(a i ) for any proposed action a = h(x 0 ) € A i . This would lead to a contradiction to the definition of ADV l (F) (as the smallest total loss along a root-leaf path in a tree where the smallest total loss along any root-leaf path is as large as possible), since we could then construct an adversary tree U for F which has (x 0 , F) as label of the root, (A\, y(a 1 )) and (A 2 , y(a 2 )) as labels of the edges from the root, and an almost optimal adversary tree U i for the subclass {f e F: f(x 0 ) = y(a i )} attached below the edge with label (A i , y(a i )) (for i = 1, 2). This adversary tree U would then have on any root-leaf path a total loss that exceeds ADV l (F) by ^±, contradicting the definition of ADV l (F).
In order to carry out this plan for refuting (**) one has to look at the concrete structure of any possible function a -y(a) that satisfies the conditions of (**). For example if there exist some a 1 ,a 2 e A such that y(a 1 ) < a 1 < a 2 < y(a 2 ) (this is Case 1 in the subsequent analysis), then one can easily read off from Fig. 2 that the assumed monotonicity of the function L with l(a, y) = L(|a -y|) implies that for A 1 := {a e A:a < a 1 } and A 2 := A -A 1 the desired properties are met (since l(A i , y(a i )) > l(a i , y i ) for i = 1, 2).
If there are no actions a 1 ,a 2 as above, then we may conclude that the set {a e A:y(a) > a] is "closed to the left", i.e. Va, a' €. A((y(a) > a A a' < a) => y(a') > a') (this is Case 2 of the subsequent precise proof). In this case one either has Va e A(y(a) > a) (this is Case 2.1), or A can be partitioned into a left interval {a e A: y(a) < a} with supremum s\ and a right interval (a e A: y(a) < a] with infinum s 2 > s\ (this is Case 2.2). The idea for the definition of a 1 , a 2 , A 1 , A 2 for these two subcases can be easily read off from Fig. 3 respectively Fig. 4 . The precise construction is a bit more involved, since it also depends on the concrete structure of the loss function I. However the reader may skip the subsequent detailed proof without loss of understanding for the later results in this paper.
The precise refutation of assumption (**) proceeds as follows. We fix for each a € A some y(a) e Y as in (**). In each of the following cases we get a contradiction by building an adversary tree U for f which satisfies INF l (u) < ADV l (F) + ^ (hence U provides a contradiction to the definition of ADV l (F)). The label of the root of u will always be (x 0 ,F). Case 1. 3a 1 ,a 2 e A (y(a 1 ) < a 1 < a 2 < y(a 2 )). Then t(a, y(a1)) > l (a\,y(a\) ) for all a > a1, and l(a, y(a2)) > l(a2, y(a2)) for all a < a2. We set A1 := {a e A: a > a\} and A2 := A-A\.
We choose (A], y(a1)) and (A2, y(a2)} as labels of the edges that leave the root of the constructed adversary treeU. Below the edge with label (Ai, y(ai)) we attach an adversary tree ui for {f E F: f(xo) = y(ai)} that satisfies INFt(ui) > ADVl({f E F:
Hence by the definition of y(ai) for i = 1, 2.
Case 2. We define and (as usually, we set sup0 := -o and inf 0 := oo ). The assumption of this case implies that s1 < s2. Case 2.
Va e A (y(a) > a).
We first show that s1 = oo in this subcase. Assume for a contradiction that s1 < oo. Set Then L(Z0) = 0. Since l(a, y ( a ) ) < es+\ for all a 6 A, there exists some S > 0 such that y(a) > s1 for all a e A with \a -s\ \ < 8. If |s1 -y(a)\ < Z0 for all these a e A, then this would imply that l (a, y(a) 
This provides a contradiction to the assumption (+) of Theorem 1. Hence we may assume that s\ = oo.
Fix any a1 e A. Choose a2 e A such that a2 > y ( a 1 ) and l(a2, y ( a 1 ) ) > l(a1, y(a1)). Set A1 :1 {a 6 A:a > a2) and A2 := {a & A:a < a2} (see Fig. 2 ). We then have l(A1, y(a\)) > i (a\, y(a\) ) and £(A2, y(a2)) > l(a2, y(a2)). Construct U analogously as in Case 1.
Case 2.2. 3a\, a2 € A (y(a1) > a1 A y(a2) < a2). We then have -o o < s 1 < s2 < o by the definition of Case 2. Our strategy in this subcase is to choose a\ < s1 so close to s.?i that y(a1) > s1 and that l(s1, y(a1)) differs from l(a1, y(a1)) by at most ^-. Analogously we want to choose a2 > s2 so close to s2 that y(a2) < s2 and that l(s2, y(a2)) differs from l(a2, y ( a 2 ) ) by at most ^-(see 
(\a -s\\) < ^-, then L(\a -y ( a ) \ ) -+ Qfora -+ si,a e AI (since \\a -y(a)\ -\s\ -y(a)\\ -> 0 for a -> ^i, a 6 AI). This is a contradiction to the fact that L(\a -y(a)\) > e,+i for all a e A (by the definition of y (a)). Hence there exists some a1 e A1 with |a1-s1| < e', L(|a1 -s1|) < ^-, and \s\ -y(a\)\ > ZQ (thus L(\s\ -y ( a \ ) \ ) > 0). Analogously there exists some a2 e A2
v+i by the definition of y(a,), and since L(|a, -•?;!) < ^ by the choice of «,-, we have y(a\) > ^i and y(a2) < s2. Furthermore, we can conclude that y(a\) ^ y(a2), since otherwise s\ < y(a\) = y(a2) < s2. This would provide a contradiction to (+) because (s\, s2) n A = 0 by the definition of Si, s2, and L(\s/ -y(a,-)l) > 0 by the choice of a,-for i = 1,2.
We have |a,--y(a/)| < r since e' < 1.
and \\at -y(at)\ -\sj -y(a/)|| < |a,--5,-< £_', i = 1, 2. Therefore we can construct an adversary tree U for T with INF^(W) > ADV^J") + ^-by attaching below the edge with label (A,, y(a/)} an adversary tree Ut for {/ 6 T: /(XQ) = y(a,)} with TNBtQAi) > ADV,({/ e ^: /(JC0) = yfa)} -^, i = 1, 2. Case2.2.3. |{i e {1, 2}:r/ < oo}| = 1. In this case we use for i with r,-< oo a construction of (A,, y,-} and Uj as in Case 2.2.1, and for j e {1,2}-{;'} a construction of <A;-, y;-} (and Uj) as in Case 2.2.2.
Case 2.3. Va e A (y(a) < a),
This case is dual to Case 2.1, and can be handled analogously.
This completes the proof of Lemma 1, and the proof that in case (ii). The inequality LC-ARB^CF) > ADV^jF) is shown in case (ii) as follows. Assume for a contradiction that LC-ARB^JF) < ADV^CF). Fix some adversary tree U for the considered F and A such that INF«(W) > LC-ARBt(F) + P for some p > 0. Let B be an arbitrary learning algorithm for f with hypothesis space Ax. The adversary tree U provides in the obvious way responses to the hypotheses h of B, until a leaf of U has been reached. If one has arrived in U at a node v with label (xv, Fv), (A\, y\} and (A2, v2) are the labels of the two outgoing edges, and h (xv) e Ai (i 6 {1,2}) for the current hypothesis h e AX of learning algorithm B, then the adversary gives (xv, yi) as his next response. Note that this response is a valid move of the adversary, since by definition of u there exists some f e Tv with f(xv) = y,. The loss l(h(xv), yi) of the learner at this round satisfies l(h(xv), y,-) > i (A,, yt) . The adversary then proceeds in U to the node at the end of the edge with label (Ai, yi}. In this way the learning algorithm B defines a path from the root to some leaf of U. By definition of INFl(u) the total loss K of the learner during the resulting learning process satisfies K > INFl(u). This implies that K < LC-ARBf(F)+/?. Since B was chosen arbitrarily, this inequality provides a contradiction to the definition of LC-ARBl(F).
For the proof of Theorem 1 in case (i) we first note that the inequality can be shown in the same way as for case (ii). However this proof is simpler since LCARBl ( D
Application 1: Randomization in an oblivious environment
We consider in Theorem 2 an alternative model for function learning, where the learning algorithm may use randomization, and the given sequence of pairs (x, T(x)) is fixed before learning takes place and is therefore oblivious to the actions (and the randomization) of the learner (see (Maass, 1991) ). For this model we write RLC-OBL^J 7 , H) in place of LCi (F, H) . It is easy to generalize the results from (Maass, 1991) to show that in the case t is the discrete loss function, RLC-OBL^ (F, F) < In \F\ for any finite function class F. The following limits the amount randomization can help the learner, even in an oblivious environment.
THEOREM 2. Assume that X, Y, A, F and t satisfy the assumption of Theorem
1. Then RLC-OBL € (.F, A x ) >
iLC-ARB^(^). This lower bound is optimal.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The proof of the lower bound proceeds by showing that any adversary tree U for F gives rise to an oblivious sequence S of examples, for which the expected total loss of any randomized learning algorithm is at least ^INF^W).
Let U be some adversary tree for F and let B be a probabilistic learning algorithm for F in the model RLC-OBL with arbitrary hypotheses. One uses U to construct an oblivious sequence S of adversary responses (x,y) such that the expected total loss of B for this sequence S is > ^ • INF^(W). The simultaneous construction of S and of an associated path in u starts at the root of u. Assume that the so far constructed path ends at an interior node v with label (x v , F v ) , and that the two outgoing edges from v have labels (A i , y i ) fon' = 1, 2. If we have p > 5 for the probability p that h(x v ) e A\ conditioned on the assumption that B has processed the previously constructed sequence of adversary responses (where h e A x is the current hypothesis of the learner), then (x v ,y\) is chosen to be the next pair in the sequence S. If p < ½ one chooses (xv, y2) as the next pair in S. One extends the definition of the path in u by the corresponding edge with label {Ai, yi}, i e {1, 2}. The expected loss of B for this round of the learning process is > ½ l ( A 1 , y 1 ) , respectively > ½l(A2, y2). This implies the claimed lower bound for the expected total loss of B, since the latter is equal to the sum of the expected losses of B for the individual rounds of the learning process. It was shown in (Maass, 1991) that there exist function classes F (in fact: classes of {0, 1} valued functions) such that RLC-OBLl(F) =½ADVl(F). D
Application 2: The utility of generalized membership queries
From this point on, we will focus exclusively on the case in which l is the discrete loss function, and we will drop the subscript l from our notation (i.e., writing LC-ARB(F) for LC-ARBl(F)).
We now turn to generalizations of membership queries for function learning. If one allows queries of the form "What is the value of T(x)?", and the range Y is infinite, one cannot expect to get a lower bound on the required number of queries in terms of a nontrivial function of LC-ARBl(F) that holds for all F. The reason is that the domain X might contain some special point X0 such that, for any f e F, f(x0) reveals the identity of /. The following result provides a lower bound for learning with a large variety of other queries. Special cases of such queries are for example: "In which of the intervals I1, ...,Iq of R does T(x0) lie?" (for some partition I 1 , . . . , Iq of the range of /), or "Does T have 1, 2 , . . . , q -1, or more than q -1 points x where the derivative T'(x) of T has value 0"?
The following result shows that the use of arbitrary queries with at most q different possible answers, where q < 1 + LC-ARB(F), can at best reduce the learning complexity by a factor log(1+LCiARBOT).
THEOREM 3. Assume X and Y are arbitrary sets and F is an arbitrary subset of YX (l is the discrete loss function, which is dropped from our notation). We assume that d:=LC-ARB(F) < oo.

Let B be an arbitrary learning algorithm for T that either proceeds at each round as usual (i.e. B proposes a hypothesis h e Yx), or asks a query of the form "To which of the subclasses PI ,..., Pq off does T belongT,for some arbitrary partition ( P 1 , . . . , Pq) of F with q < d + 1. We define the total loss of B in a learning process for F as the number of queries asked by B plus the sum of the losses of B at the other rounds (i. e. the number of incorrect predictions of B). Let LC(B) be the supremum of the total losses of B that occur in learning processes for F. Then LC(B) > log(f+d). This lower bound is optimal.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. The proof of the lower bound proceeds by constructing an adversary strategy for B with the help of an adversary tree U such that INF(W) = LC-ARB(.F). Fix some adversary tree U for f with INF(W) = d. Select some /" e Tv for each node v on level d, and let f be the set of these 1d functions fv. We define with the help of U an adversary strategy for the learning algorithm B such that after j' rounds there are > 2d /(d + 1)' functions in F that are consistent with all responses given during the first i rounds (see Theorem 6.8 in [MT 92 ] for a similar argument).
In the case of a query with a partition ( P 1 . . . , Pq) of F at round i + 1 the adversary responds with that Pj which contains the largest number of functions in F that are consistent with all preceding responses.
In the case of an equivalence query at round i + 1, where the learner proposes a hypothesis h: X ->• K, the adversary fixes some path Ph from the root of U to some node vh on level d such that for every node v / vh on the path PI, the label (A, y) of the other edge from v (i.e. that edge which does not lie on Ph) satisfies h(xv~) ^ y. Let s > 1 be the number of functions in T that are consistent with all responses during the first i rounds.
We will subsequently show that for some node v on path P/, the immediate subtree of v that does not contain vh contains at least s/(d + 1) nodes v on level d such that fv e F is consistent with all responses during the first i rounds. Let v be the first such node on Ph, and let (A, y) be the label of that edge from v that does not lie on Ph . Then the adversary gives the response (x^, y) at round i + l. By construction, this response keeps at least s / ( d + 1) functions in f "alive" (i.e. consistent with all responses during the first i + 1 rounds).
Assume for a contradiction that there does not exist any node v on Ph as above. We then have s /(d + ! ) > ! , i.e. s > d + 1, since otherwise fVh would be the only function in T that is consistent with the first i responses (contradicting our assumption that s > 1). Since Ph has length d, there are then, apart from fVh, less than d • j^ functions in T that are consistent with the first i responses. Hence the definition of s implies that
Thus we have shown that the preceding adversary strategy is welldefined.
A straightforward induction on i shows that for every round (' there are > 2d/(d + 1)' functions in T that are consistent with all responses which the preceding adversary strategy has given during the first i rounds.
The (Auer & Long, 1994) , one gets a suboptimal but more general bound than that in Theorem 3, proving that LC(fi) > i^t '°S (FH) if queries of the form "To which of the subclasses P t , . . . , Pk of T does T belong?" are allowed for some fixed k > 2.
Adversary Trees for Function Learning in Models with Weaker Reinforcement
We briefly consider here two natural variations of the model for function learning that was defined at the beginning of this section. It is curious that for each of these two variations there also exists in addition to the usual min-max definition an equivalent max-min definition of the resulting learning complexity in terms of adversary trees.
Let h s e H be the hypothesis of the learner at round ,s of a learning process. In the first variation of the learning model, we assume that instead of a pair {*,, T(x s )), the learner receives at rounds from the environment just an argument x, e X such that h,(x s ) ^ T(x s ). However the learner does not receive the "correct value" 7*(;c,) for argument x s . We write LC-ARB weak (J r ) for the maximal number of steps that the best learning algorithm for F with arbitrary hypotheses has to use in this model. For this learning model we consider a notion of a finite adversary tree W wea k where each node is labeled by some x € X, Each interior node has fan-out \Y\, and its outgoing edges are labeled by all possible values y e Y. We say that a function / 6 T is qualified for an edge with label y from a node labeled x if f(x) ^ y. We demand that for every leaf of W W eak there exists at least one function / e T that is qualified for all edges on the path from the root to that leaf. We set PROOF OF THEOREM 4. It is obvious that any adversary tree W wea k defines an adversary strategy that forces the learner to make at least INF(W wea k) mistakes. This implies that LC-ARB weak (F) > ADV weak (F) . In order to show the other inequality we set F x,y ;= (f e F:f(x) ^ y}. We define a learning algorithm which always uses as next hypothesis h a function such that for any x € X the value h(x) e Y has the property that ADV weak (F x,h(x) )) < ADV weak (F). It will be shown in Lemma 3 that this learning algorithm is well-defined. A straightforward induction on ADV l (F) shows that for every nonempty function class F c Y X this learning algorithm for f requires at most ADV l (F) learning steps. ("h s (x x ) is too high"). We write LC-ARBsignC? 7 ) for the maximal number of steps that the best learning algorithm for f with arbitrary hypotheses has to use in this model.
We define for this model a notion of a finite adversary tree W S ign where again each node is labeled by some x e X. If a node is not a leaf then it has two outgoing edges that are labeled by "> y" respectively "< y" for some y e Y. We say that a function / is qualified for an edge with label "> y" ("< y") from some node with label x if f(x) > y (respectively f(x) < y). We demand that for every leaf of W sjgn there exists at least one / 6 T that qualifies for all edges on the path from the root to that leaf. PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Each adversary tree u sign defines an adversary strategy in the obvious way. Simultaneously each learning process also defines a path from the root to a leaf in u sign in the following way. Assume that one is currently at a node with label x, and that "> y" and "< y" are the labels of the two edges out of that node. If h(x) < y, where h(x) is the learner's prediction of the value of the target function at argument x, then the adversary responds that "h(x) is too low" and moves from the node with label x along the edge with label "> y". Else the adversary responds that "h(x) is too high" and moves along the edge with label "< y". This observation implies that LC-ARB sign (.F) > ADV sign (.F). In order to show that LC-ARB sign (F) < ADV sign (F) we first note that in case that there exists some x 0 e X with \{f(xo): f e f}\ = oo. Hence the claimed inequality is trivial for this case. In the following we consider the case where | {/(*): / e F}\ is finite for all x e X. The claim is also trivial if ADV sign (F) = 0. We define a learning algorithm for F that needs at most ADV sign (F) steps by recursion over ADV sign (.F). The algorithm predicts for each x € X some value h(x) e Y such that both ADV sign ({f e T: f(x) > h(x)}) and ADV sign ({/ e T: f(x) < h(x)}) are less than ADVsignC.F). If the adversary responds that "h(x) is too low" ("h(x) is too high") then one generates the next hypothesis in the same manner, but applied to {f e F: f(x) > h(x)} (respectively {f e F: f(x) < h(x)}) instead of .F. One can easily show by induction on ADV sign (F) that this learning algorithm uses at most ADV sign (F) steps. The following Lemma shows that this algorithm is well-defined. PROOF OF LEMMA 4. Assume that the claim does not hold for some x 0 e X. Since K/(*o): / e f}\ is finite there exists some minimal y Q e Y such that ADV sign ({/ 6 F: f(x 0 ) > y 0 }) < ADV s jg n (7"). Together with our assumption this implies that ADV s j gn ({/ 6 T: /(jc 0 ) < y»}) > ADV sign (.F). Furthermore ADV sign ({/ e T: f(x 0 ) > v 0 }) < ADV s jg n (?) by the minimal choice of yo. Hence one can build an adversary tree W sign for F with x 0 as label of its root which satisfies inf(u sign ) > ADV sing (F) . This provides a contradiction to the definition of ADV sign (F) . D
REMARK. It is obvious that for any F,
Very recently a new proof technique was introduced in (Auer & Long, 1994) which shows that for any 7" c Y X , LC-ARB weak (F) < 1.39|K|ri + Iog 2 |y|lLC-ARB(.F).
Learning Unions of Function Classes
In this and the following sections we will only consider the case of function learning with the discrete loss function t. Hence we can delete the subscript I in our notation (as already done in the last part of the preceding section, starting at Application 2). The quantity LC-ARB(/") measures the difficulty of learning given that the target function is in T. If one has determined interesting classes T\,...,f p , then the assumption that the target function is in uf =1 ft is intuitively safer than assuming that the target is in one of the individual classes. If LC-ARB(Uf =I ft) is not much larger than the individual LC-ARB(^/)' S > this provides evidence in support of using the optimal algorithm for LC-ARB(Uf =1 J)-).
In this section, we approximately determine the best general bounds on First, in the case p = 2, we can calculate <p exactly.
THEOREM 6. For all k\,k 2 > 0, <p(k\, k 2 ) = k\ + k 2 + 1.
PROOF. For the upper bound, consider the algorithm which simply uses the optimal algorithm for F1 until it has received k\ + 1 counterexamples, at which time it switches to the optimal algorithm for F2. Now for the lower bound, choose k\, k2 > 0. Let F be the set of all functions / from {1, ...,ki +k2 + 1} to {0, 1} such that |/-'(0)| < ki. Let Q be the set of all functions g from ( 1 , . . . , k\ + k2 + 1} to {0, 1} such that |g~'(l)| < k2. Note that every function from { 1 , . . . , k\ + ki + 1} to {0, 1} must be in either T or Q. In order words, T U Q is the set of all functions from {1,..., k\ + k2 + 1} to (0, 1} and therefore, It is easy to see that the VC-dimensions of f and Q are k\ and ki respectively, proving that Next, consider the algorithm for f which repeatedly hypothesizes the function which evaluates to 1 on all previously unseen elements of the domain, therefore only receiving counterexamples which evaluate to 0. Since there are only k\ such points, LC-ARBCF) < k\. Similarly the algorithm for Q which repeatedly hypothesizes the function which evaluates to 0 on all previously unseen points receives at most ki counterexamples. Combining this with (3.2) and (3.3), we can see that LC-ARB(7") = k\ and LC-ARB(S) = k2. Combining this with (3.1) yields (p(k\ , k2) < k{ + Ic2+ I, completing the proof. D
The case in which the number p of functions in the union might be greater than 2 is more difficult. We obtain closed-form bounds for this case that match to within a constant factor, and bounds which are sometimes tighter that are not closed-form.
Closed-Form Bounds
To establish the closed-form bound, we have found it useful to generalize some of the Weighted Majority results to functions with arbitrary ranges.
Suppose we have (LC-ARB ) algorithms A \,.... An for some class T of functions from X to Y. The weighted maximum algorithm (for A\,..., An) studied in this section (we will hereafter refer to it simply as WM) works as follows.
It initializes a sequence w\ _ \ , . . . , w\ ." of weights. Its initial hypothesis h\^M is formed as follows. Suppose h\j, ... ,hi<n are the initial hypotheses of A\,..., An respectively. Then for any * e X,h\,wm(x) is the element)' e Y for which '}2i./luM=y w\.i is maximized.
After the fth counterexample (x,, y,), the weights are updated as follows:
Also, for all algorithms A/ for which h,j(xt) ^ yt, the counterexample (xt,yt) is fed to Aj, and ht+1,i is set to A,'s next hypothesis. For all other algorithms, the hypothesis is unchanged. The master hypothesis ht+1,W,M is then calculated from h t + 1 , 1 , . . . . , ht+1,n as above.
The following notation will be useful for the rest of this subsection. For each positive integer t, let be the total weight before the tth counterexample. For each n, define the set SVARn of functions from (0, 1 \n to (0, 1} to be all fi, 1 < i < n, where /•(*) = x, for all x 6 {0,1}". LEMMA 6 (Littlestone, 1989 Also, again by Theorem 7, completing the proof.
We next turn to proving that the upper bounds of Theorems 7 and 8 cannot be improved by reducing the leading constant.
For each u e N, let POWERM be the set of all functions from { 1 , . . . , « } to {0, 1} and for each v < u and for each / € POWER,,, let
The following lemma, implicit in the work of Maass and Turan (Maass & Turan, 1992 , Proposition 6.3) will prove useful.
LEMMA 7 (Maass & Turan, 1992) . 
. , fp(k) e POWER3k such that
We apply this to show that the 1/ log2(4/3) of Theorems 7 and 8 is optimal.
THEOREM 9. If p:N--N is defined as in Lemm 7, THEN
PROOF. As observed in (Maass & Turan, 1992) , for any f, LC-ARB(Bf.k) = k (predict with / on unseen points). Since LC-ARB(POWER3k) = 3k, Also,
Hence
Combining this with (3.6) yields the desired result.
Other Bounds
Now we described some bounds which are sometimes tighter, yet which are not closed form. The following theorem describes the bounds, where ( " v Our proof proceeds through a series of lemmas.
For the upper bound, we use a technique that was developed for coding theory and extended to address the problem of searching using a comparator that occasionally lies ( (Berlekamp, 1968) , (Rivest, Meyer, Kleitman, Winklman & Spencer, 1980) , (Spencer, 1992) ). Cesa-Bianchi, Freund, Helmbold & Warmuth (1994) showed that the proof of (Spencer, 1992) could be modified to determine the (in some cases only nearly) best bound on the number of mistakes for learning a class of {0,1 }-valued functions, given that an unknown algorithm from a pool { A 1 , . . . , Ap} would make at most k mistakes. Due to the fact that the functions in our application take on potentially more than two values, the elegant argument from (Cesa-Bianchi, Freund, Helmbold & Warmuth, 1994) cannot easily be modified for our application. An inductive argument like that given below is apparently required.
The lower bound is obtained by generalizing Lemma 7 and the argument of Theorem 9. For the remainder of this section, we adopt the convention that LC-ARB(0) = -1, and that for all integers u > 0, w < 0, (^) = 0. Note that even with the above convention, the following standard relationships still hold.
LEMMA 8. For all integers u, v such that u > 1, and
We begin by establishing the upper bound. We will make use of a general-purpose algorithm described in the following definition. The following more general variant of Lemma 7 will be useful in proving lower bounds on (p.
LEMMA 12 (Maass & Turan, 1992 Dividing by 2' and exponentiating yields Dividing both sides by the right hand side and "pushing the exponential function through the sum," we get Applying the well known fact that for all x, 1 + x < e" yields By (3.12), this implies that and therefore there exist g\, ..., g p such that for all / e POWER/, there is an i such that | {x: f(x) 7^ gi(x)} | < kj, i.e. We begin with the upper bound. Choose a set X and sets F\,..., fp for which Consider the following algorithm for learning \Jpi=lFj.. If p = 1, it just runs the optimal algorithm for F\. If p > 1, it first runs the optimal algorithm for f\ until either it correctly guesses the target or until it gets LC-ARBweakC^i) + 1 counterexamples. In the second case, it recurses to learning Uf=2^/. By a trivial induction, this algorithm receives at most counterexamples, establishing the fact that Now for the lower bound. For each i < p, define ft to be the set of all functions / from {1, . . . , / > -1 + £f=, kt] to {2i -1, 2i] for which |/~1(2J)I < *i-Trivially, for each such i, Choose an algorithm A for learning uf^F,-in the LC-ARBweak model. Let /ij be A's initial hypothesis, and for each 1 < t < p -1 + £f=i &/, let /i/ be A's hypothesis, given that each previous hypothesis hs had received s as a counterexample. Define g:{l,...,p -1 + £f=, &,•} -»• {1,..., 2p} by g(0 = h,(t). Let i0 < P be such that Note that such an i0 must exist, since otherwise a contradiction. Define /: N -{1,..., 2p] as follows Since we have / € Fia, and therefore / e Uf=1 F(. Furthermore, for each t < p -1 + £f=i fcf and if / is the target, t is a valid counterexample for h,. Since A was chosen arbitrarily, Combining this with (3.14) yields the desired result.
Notice that the range of U^=1 F, used in the lower bound argument above was increasingly large as p got bigger. Thus, for example, determining the best bounds on LC-ARBweaic(uf=1 F/) that can be obtained in terms of and the size of the range of U("_, F,-remains an open problem.
Learning the Maximum of Linear Functions
A natural and commonly studied function class is the set of piecewise linear functions. Piecewise linear functions are simple enough to allow efficient algorithms (e.g. linear programming); they are easy to handle and easy to describe. On the other hand, they are sufficiently complex to approximate and model most functions occuring in practice. Unfortunately, the following example shows that no finite mistake bound can be obtained even for the very restricted case of continuous functions consisting of three linear pieces and with arbitrary functions as hypotheses.2 The function in Example 1 is non-convex. In this section we will show that under the restriction of convexity, the class of piecewise linear functions admits mistake-bounded algorithms, thus yielding one of the first positive results for functions of more than one real variable. We will present two algorithms for this learning problem. The mistake bound for the first algorithm grows polynomially in the number of pieces for a fixed number of variables, and the mistake bound for the second algorithm grows polynomially in the number of variables for a fixed number of pieces. These results trivially imply mistakebound algorithms for the class of arbitrary continuous functions consisting of two linear pieces, since all such functions are either convex or concave.
For a class F of functions, we denote by /^max the class {/: 3/i,..., fk e F Vx (f(x) = max1<,<t fi(x))}. 
The Maximum of Linear Functions of a Fixed Number of Variables
We first present the algorithm whose mistake bound is polynomial in the number k of pieces if the number d of variables is constant. Hence, let T e C(d)™m be the unknown target function, with T(x) = maxi</<t fi(x) for certain ft e £(d). We begin by defining a technical quantity central in our analysis. (8) is integer for all k, S). Moreover, we define i/'t (0) = 1 and fa(8) = 8+ I.
DEFINITION. For integers k > 2, S > 1, we define fa(8) = (3ks -2k&~1 -\)/(k -1). (Note that fa
DEFINITION. For P C Rd+l, the dimension 8(P) of P is defined to be the dimension of the smallest dimensional affine subspace S ( P ) of R(/+l with P c S ( P ) . A set P c Rd+1 is called safe with respect to £(</)£"*, if \P\ > fa(8(P)).
Since the intersection of two affine subspaces yields another affine subspace, S(P) is well-defined. The reason for dealing with point sets in Rd+1 is easy to explain: every counterexample presented to our learning algorithm consists of a point x e M.d together with the real value T(x). Together, these d + I real numbers form a point in R''"*"1. Hence, the learning process may also be interpreted as receiving points in Ru+l (counterexamples) and trying to cover these points by a small number of hyperplanes (hypotheses).
Our main problem in learning T(x) is to avoid getting large numbers of counterexamples in low-dimensional affine subspaces of Rd+1. Suppose, we already received as counterexamples three points a, b and c that lie in this order on a straight line. Clearly, this line must be part of some fj. If we receive another counterexample on this line, we cannot deduce any new information. Thus, we should avoid receiving four counterexamples that lie on a common line. As a second example, consider 3k counterexamples lying in a common plane. Such a plane need not be part of any fj: In the worst case, there are k groups each consisting of 3 points on a line such that the intersections of the fj with the plane exactly yield these lines. However, if there are 3k + 1 counterexamples lying in a common plane and if no four of the counterexamples lie on a common line, it can be checked that this plane must be part of some /}. Hence, any line containing three counterexamples and any plane containing 3k + 1 counterexamples should be incorporated in the construction of our hypotheses. Similarly, for higher dimensional affine subspaces there are 'critical' numbers of points that force the subspace to be a subspace of some fj (in case we simultanously avoid getting too many counterexamples in lower dimensional affine subspaces). It turns out that this critical number in a 5-dimensional affine subspace is exactly fa(8) as defined above.
Safe subsets are those subsets of the counterexamples that span affine subspaces containing a critical number of counterexamples; all safe subsets should be used in the construction of the next hypothesis. This is also the main idea of algorithm B1 below. Algorithm B1 maintains the following invariant: for any safe set P contained in the set of counterexamples received by the algorithm, which is consistent with some function T in £(d)fm, S ( P ) is contained in the graph of one of the linear functions defining T. PROOF. Assume the statement does not hold, and consider the first Step s in which a contradiction occurs. We consider the smallest dimensional P = P^} that does not fulfill condition (i) or condition (ii). We distinguish three cases depending on the dimension of P and on whether condition (i) or (ii) is violated.
Suppose, S(P) > 1 and P does not fulfill (i). Then we consider the intersections /i n P,..., fk D P, Each of these intersections is at most S(P) -1 dimensional and hence contains at most tyk(&(P) -1) of the counterexamples. Consequently, P would contain at most kTffk(S(P) -1) = ^k(S(P)) -I counterexamples and could not be safe.
Next suppose, 8(P) > 1 and P fulfills (i) but not (ii). In the preceding
Step (s -1), all safe subsets fulfilled (i). Therefore, subspaces spanned by safe subsets agreed with the target function and could not receive any further counterexamples. Since | P \ was equal to wk(s(P)) in step (s -1), it is also equal to wk(s(P)) in Step s.
Finally, for S(P) = 0, the statement trivially holds. D To get the bound on the combinatorial complexity of the hypotheses, we will use the notion of the VC-dimension of set systems: A set X is shattered by a set system 5, if all 2'x' subsets of X can be obtained by intersecting X with some set in S. The VC-dimension of a set system S is defined to be the cardinality of the largest set shattered by S (in case no largest shattered set exists, the VC-dimension is infinite). Sauer (1972) proved that a set system on p points with VC-dimension v consists of at most O(pv) sets.
We argue that the VC-dimension of the set system induced by all affine linear subspaces of Rd+l is at most d + 2: A set Pvc of points shattered by this system can only contain extreme points (otherwise, some non-extreme point is contained in a simplex formed by several other points in Pvc. The set consisting of the corners of this simplex cannot be obtained by intersecting Pvc with an affine subspace without containing this non-extreme point at the same time). If we have d + 3 extreme points in (d + l)-dimensional space, the affine hull of any d + 2 of them is already all of S(P VC ). Then this spanning set cannot be represented by intersecting P vc with an affine subspace without containing the other point at the same time.
Finally, we take the set of counterexamples as a ground set and consider the set system induced by the affine subspaces used in the construction of the hypothesis. There are at most O(k (i ) counterexamples and the VC-dimension of the system is at most d + 2. Now by Sauer's result the claimed result follows. D
For d = 1, we can strengthen Theorem 12 to the following optimal result.
PROOF. The upper bound is obvious for k -1. For k > 2, i/r,t(l) = 3 holds and the result in Theorem 12 yields LC-ARB(£(l)™ ax ) < 3k. We can do better by observing that after 3k -I counterexamples, these points determine k -1 lines exactly (with each line containing three points) and leave two points for the last line. This yields the upper bound (with a computationally feasible learning algorithm).
For the lower bound, we will give an adversary argument. To this end, we define so-called bad point sets EPS;, 1 < j < k fulfilling the following two properties. We claim that a malicious adversary can confront the learner with bad sets of counterexamples BPSi,... ,BPSj;. This yields 3k -1 counterexamples and proves the lower bound. For k = 1, the claim trivially holds, and it remains to show how to reach a BPS ;+ I from some BPS j . We assume that neither L j nor R j is empty; otherwise analogous arguments will work. Thus, we must construct three legal counterexamples q 1 , q 2 and #3, no matter how the learner chooses his hypotheses.
The first counterexample is given somewhere between p a+1 and p a+2 , below the line thru p a+1 and p a+2 but above the lines thru p a , p a+i and p a+2 , p a+3 . There is ample space to place the new point q\ such that the convexity condition still holds.
The x-coordinate of the second counterexample q 2 is chosen very close to the x -coordinate of q\. The y-coordinate of q 2 is determined such that q 2 either lies on the line thru p a+1 , q\ or on the line thru q\, p a+2 . The actual choice depends on the learner's hypothesis; he can assign to any x-coordinate at most one y-coordinate, and we present to him the other point as new counterexample. (If the x-coordinate of q 2 lies to the left of q\ and to the right of the intersection of the lines thru p a , p a+1 and thru q, p a+2 , the new point q 2 does not violate the convexity condition).
Depending on the choice of q 2 , either the triple p a+1 , q 2 , q 1 is added to L j or the triple q 2 , q 1 ,,q a+2 is added to R j (since these points lie on a common line segment). In any case, we are left with a single point between L j and R j . Counterexample q 3 is put somewhere close to this single point such that it invalidates the next hypothesis and does not violate the convexity condition.
Obviously, BPSj; together with 171, q2 and q3 forms a new bad point set BPSj+1. We keep on presenting counterexamples till we reach BPSk. The corresponding hidden function consists of the maximum of all k -1 lines going thru the triples in L/C and Rk, together with the line thru the two points in Mk. D
The Maximum of a Fixed Number of Linear Functions
Next, we describe an algorithm for learning the maximum of a fixed number of linear functions. Our algorithm will be obtained by reducing the problem of learning £(d)max to the problem of learning unions of k subspaces in d dimensions.
For all positive integers d, k, define HYPERd,k to be the set of all f: Rd -(0, 1} such that there exist a 1 , . . . , ak e Rd, b 1 , . . . , bk e R such that for all x e Rd,
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of a result of (Long & Warmum, 1993) .
LEMMA 15 (Long & Warmuth, 1993) 
. Choose positive integers d andk. There is a learning algorithm B for HYPER^ such that, for any learning process with target T, for each t, B's tth hypothesis h, has h,(x)<T (x) for all x e Rd, and which makes at most (d + 1)k mistakes.
We apply this in the following. Notice that for each x e Rd,
We claim that for each t, the ?th counterexample ( C x / , i , . . . , *»,</, y>t), 1) passed to B' satisfies h't ((x,,i, ... ,x,,d,y,) h't(x,j,..., xttd, yt) = 0, and ( ( x , _ i , . . . , x,^, y,) , 1) is a valid counterexample for B' learning T'. Since t was chosen without loss of generality, B' makes at least as many mistakes learning T' as B does learning T. Applying Lemma 15 then yields the desired result. 
Learning the Maximum of (/-Defined Functions
In this section we investigate learning maxima of functions. This is a natural generalization of the preceeding section and (among others) learning OR's of boolean functions. We describe a condition on a class T of functions of a single variable, such that the maximum of functions from this class is efficiently learnable. This condition is satisfied by a variety of natural function classes as indicated below.
Let F c Yx be some function class where X and Y are totally ordered by <. In addition to J7™" we define the class j-Pmax ofpiecewise ^-maxima. We call a ^-maximum / = maxi<(<t /' piecewise if there are disjoint intervals / ' , . . . , / * with X = Ui<;<* '' such that x e /' implies/(jc) = /'(*). Informally this means that each function/' appears only once in the graph of max]</<* /'.
Unfortunately it is not true that jFPmax is easy to learn if JF is easy to learn. Consider e.g. the class £ of functions /",/,: M -> R with for a < b e K. It is quite easy to see that LC-ARB(£) = 2 but that LC-ARB(£fmax) = oo, since functions like b -2 < a < b < 2, are in ££max (compare with Example 1).
Therefore we need a stronger restriction on the function class F than LC-ARB(J") < oo to bound LC-ARBC^I"11^). follows from the fact that any polynomial with m terms has at most 2m + 1 zeros (by (Uspensky, 1948, p. 121) ). Functions £*=1 a;o-(b,-jc + c/) can be rewritten as "rational" functions $Zf=1 t "' /,. where C, = e~C| and y = e-x. Observe that bj is not integer but that the result of (Uspensky, 1948) can be generalized to this case. For the class of quotients of sparse polynomials a suitable d is 4kl +1 when nominator and denominator have at most k and / terms, respectively, and for sums of k sigmoids a suitable d is 4k22k~* + 1.
Note that in contrast to Section 4 the here considered function class ^max may also include non-convex functions, and in contrast to (Kimber & Long, 1992 ) the norm of the derivative of functions in this class need not be bounded.
THEOREM 15. Iff is d-defined with d > 1 then LC-ARB(jrPmax) = O(dk).
REMARK. The above result is optimal up to constants insofar as for polynomials we can prove that LC-ARB((Prf)£max) = £2(dk). This can be seen by considering functions where for all t a,-</ = -1 and 5Z;=o au -1 • The coefficients a,;-must be learned independently for each i since £;=0a(;(* -2i)2J < 0 only if \x ~ 2i\ < 1. REMARK. A learning result for Jr™ax is given in Section 5.3. The learning algorithms for both j-Pmax and J"™" are computationally feasible, see the final Remark of Section 5.1.
At first glance the proof of Theorem 15 seems easy because one could argue that the learner just has to get d + 1 examples for each piece of the target. But the problem is to determine which of the examples belong to which piece of the target function, i.e. how to partition the examples into subsets such that each subset belongs to one piece of the target.
Thus the main point of the proof of Theorem 15 is to construct an algorithm which partitions the counterexamples and constructs its hypotheses in such a way that any piece of the target does not receive more than O(d) counterexamples on its graph. We achieve this goal by constructing an algorithm which only adds a new piece to its hypothesis if there is strong evidence that this piece is part of the target. The algorithm also maintains a set of cutting points to partition the set of counterexamples. These cutting points are also used to protect pieces which are very likely to be in the target against overlapping pieces which are less likely.
The AIgorithm
Denote by Es the set of X-coordinates of the counterexamples up to and including the s-th counterexample and denote by y(x) the corresponding F-value of the counterexample if x 6 Es. Since the algorithm always constructs hypotheses consistent with the previously seen counterexamples we have \ES\ = s. Some of the x e Es are used to cut X into intervals. We denote the set of these "cutting points" by Cs c Es. (The algorithm will maintain the set Cx dynamically.) Furthermore denote by x\ < • • • < xs the sorted elements of Es. For notational convenience we set JCQ = -oo, xs+\ = +00.
At first the algorithm looks for all functions from T consistent with at least Id + 1 consecutive counterexamples (this is "strong evidence" that these functions build pieces of the target). Let where the second condition states that none of the 2d+l counterexamples are cutting points (cutting points are not considered as regular counterexamples and do not give "evidence"). If 1 € Qs we denote the appropriate function by f?. For each q e Qs letD.? = (Lf, /??) c X be the maximal interval around xq which contains no cutting points and no inconsistent counterexamples for ff, such that the "range" Dj of a function/piece // is bounded by inconsistent counterexamples or cutting points and contains at least Id +1 counterexamples consistent with ff. (As usual we define max 0 = -oo, min 0 = +00.) Observe that each x e X is element of at most two distinct ranges: Assume* e D) nD^nDj, L] < L2 < L3.. REMARK. Observe that the hypotheses of our algorithm consist of at most O (dk) pieces of functions from ^Jmax. This follows from Theorem 15 which states that the algorithm receives at most O(dk) counterexamples, and from the fact that each x e X is element of at most two distinct ranges D?. Concerning computational complexity, let the amount of time for computing the unique function consistent with some d + I examples and calculating f ( x ) for / e f, x e X, be bounded by some constant CCf. Then the computational complexity of our algorithm is bounded by some small polynomial in d, k, CCp.
Analysis
We will argue that the above algorithm can receive at most O (dk) counterexamples. Let T = maxi<,<it T' be the target function and let /'...., /* be the corresponding intervals. 
Conclusion
We have shown in this paper a number of general structural properties for the complexity of learning functions with a larger range than {0, 1} in the most common non-stochastic models for on-line learning. One somewhat surprising structural symmetry that has emerged in section 2 is the "dual" definition of the learning complexity for arbitrary function classes. We have exhibited in Theorems 2,4, and 5 (with the help of adversary trees) purely combinatorial "max-min" definitions of the learning complexity of a function class, which turns out to be equivalent to the usual "min-max" definition of the learning complexity in terms of the performance of learning algorithms for the respective learning-"game". On the side these equivalences show that it suffices to consider in these worst case models for on-line function learning only adversaries of a relatively simple nature. In section 3 we have investigated another general structural property of the complexity of function learning: the relationship between the learning complexity of a complex function class in terms of the learning complexity of its parts. We have been able to give optimal upper and lower bounds, and we have exhibited a universal constant I/ log(4/3) that plays an important role in these relationships.
In sections 4 and 5 we have substantially enlarged the pool of interesting function classes for which positive learning results can be achieved in a worst case model for on-line function learning. Theorem 12 provides a computationally feasible learning algorithm for convex piecewise linear functions over R.d, thereby breaking the barrier of exhibiting larger "learnable" classes of functions of several variables than the standard example of linear functions. In section 5 we have investigated in a systematic manner the conditions for achieving a positive learning result for the class of functions that are pointwise maxima of arbitrary finite sets of functions from a certain class T. In particular we have exhibited a general structural property ('W-definedness") for function classes T, which provides a sufficient condition for proving a positive learning result for pointwise maxima of functions from T. As a special case we get the first positive learning results for the classes of pointwise maxima of polynomials of bounded degree, of sparse polynomials, and of linear combinations of a fixed number of sigmoidal functions over a single variable.
